Recent efforts by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to bring concentrated regulatory attention to investment managers sharpened over the past year to include a particular focus on the private equity and hedge fund industry and on a variety of monetary arrangements between advisers and the funds they manage. Earlier this year, the SEC’s Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations formed a new group tasked with overseeing the private equity and hedge fund industries. That group cooperates with and complements the existing Asset Management Unit in the SEC’s Division of Enforcement. Last year, those efforts resulted in public SEC pronouncements, including through enforcement actions, regarding fees and expenses charged by private funds and private fund advisers. Moreover, managers and investors have responded to the issues identified by regulators in ways that are altering past fee and expense practices.
The SEC identified several practices that it asserts were implemented without adequate disclosure and investor consent and therefore resulted in deficiencies during exams, including:

- Moving expenses from the management company into funds through (1) the use of related-party service providers who appear to be part of the manager’s team (e.g., operating partners, senior advisers or consulting firms); (2) automated standard processes with costs paid by the funds; and (3) outsourcing traditional back-office functions (such as legal, accounting and risk) to related parties;
- Generating additional revenues that reduce cash available to funds through (1) monitoring fees that accelerate and have evergreen provisions; and (2) use of related-party service providers that kick back cash to the manager and may provide services of questionable value (e.g., captive consulting firms and group purchasing programs);
- Charging undisclosed "administrative" or other fees not contemplated by the partnership agreement; and
- Exceeding the limits in the partnership agreement regarding transaction fees or charging transaction fees in cases not contemplated by the partnership agreement, such as for reorganizations.

**Implications for 2015**

In this new environment, general disclosure of fee and expense arrangements may be subject to challenge, particularly in situations where provisions appear ambiguous when judged in hindsight as failing to have adequately alerted investors to particular charges. Given the heightened investor scrutiny and the fiduciary issues raised by such scrutiny, advisers should ensure that (1) their initial and ongoing fee and expense disclosure is clear and complete; (2) their fee and expense practices are consistent with prior disclosure or they obtain investor consent; and (3) the substance of their practices is justifiable.
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